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ABSTRACT Distribution network automation is considered by power supply companies as an effective

investment strategy to improve reliability and service quality. Switching devices and protective devices

play an important role in the distribution automation system (DAS). This paper presents a novel method to

optimize placement of fault indicators and sectionalizing switches in distribution networks with branch lines.

The objective function of the proposed method includes the total cost of fault indicators and sectionalizing

switches as well as interruption cost. Among different automation equipment, this paper considers fault

indicators and remote controlled switches. Besides, manual switches are taken into account since their

number and location have a significant impact on the optimal placement problem. Mixed-integer linear

programming is used to model the problem, and the proposedmodel can be solved by large-scale commercial

solvers. The solution to the problem is composed of the optimal number and location of fault indicators and

sectionalizing switches. The validity of the proposed method is demonstrated by relevant case studies and

sensitivity analysis. Moreover, the proposed method is applied to a real distribution network to verify its

practicability.

INDEX TERMS Fault indicator (FI), manual switch (MS), remote controlled switch (RCS), mixed-integer

linear programming (MILP), reliability, distribution network.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasingly fierce competition in the power market,

power supply companies enhance their competitiveness by

improving reliability and service quality. Meanwhile, cus-

tomers have higher requirements for reliability. The distri-

bution network consists of a series of components, such as

lines, distribution transformers, capacitors, etc. Compared

with other parts of the power system, the distribution network

contains more kinds and quantities of components. And the

structure of the distribution network is more complicated.

Therefore, faults occur more frequently in the distribution

network. To improve automation level and reliability effec-

tively, fault indicators and sectionalizing switches are placed

in the distribution network by power supply companies. The

placement of the fault indicator and sectionalizing switch can

significantly reduce the interruption cost and improve the
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power system reliability. The fault indicator does not have

the ability to isolate the healthy area from the faulted area

by breaking the line. After a fault occurs in the distribution

network, the fault indicator accelerates the fault location

process and the power supply restoration process by provid-

ing the fault current information to the distribution network

operation center. The interruption cost is effectively reduced,

and the power system reliability is effectively improved.

The sectionalizing switch can isolate the healthy area from

the faulted area by breaking the line. After a fault occurs

in the distribution network, the sectionalizing switch isolates

the healthy area from the faulted area, and the power supply

to the customer in the healthy area is restored. The number

and interruption duration of customers who experience the

interruption is effectively reduced. Moreover, the interrup-

tion cost is effectively reduced, and the power system reli-

ability is effectively improved. Reliability cannot satisfy the

requirements, and the investment is meager when all possible

locations in the distribution network are equipped with fault
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indicators. Reliability can fulfill the requirements, and the

investment is very high when all possible locations in the

distribution network are fitted with sectionalizing switches.

To meet the reliability requirements and reduce the invest-

ment significantly, it is necessary to optimize the placement

of fault indicators and sectionalizing switches in the distri-

bution network. Plenty of literature has studied the optimal

placement of devices in the distribution network.

Reference [1] solved the feeder-switch relocation in the

distribution network, and the objective function was to min-

imize customer interruption cost. Reference [2] studied the

optimal placement of sectionalizing switches in distribution

networks. The objective function was tominimize the number

of sectionalizing switches, and the solution obtained had

strong applicability. Switch failure has a significant impact on

the switch placement problem. References [3], [4] presented

several models that integrated switch failure into the section-

alizing switch placement problem. These models aimed to

minimize the total cost of sectionalizing switches and the

customers interruption cost. In [5], a multiobjective model

was proposed to optimize the placement of sectionalizing

switches and reclosers in distribution networks. The pro-

posed model aimed to minimize the reliability investment

cost and reliability indices under power flow constraints.

Reference [6] also proposed a multiobjective model to

optimize the configuration of sectionalizing switches and

reclosers in distribution networks. In [7], [8], a multiobjective

model was used to solve the optimal placement of fault man-

agement equipment problem. Fault management equipment

consisted of the sectionalizing switch, recloser, and fuse. The

multiobjective model minimized the total cost and reliability

indices. It was worth mentioning that the total cost included

fixed cost and interruption cost caused by temporary and

permanent faults. Reliability indices contained system aver-

age interruption duration index (SAIDI) and system average

interruption frequency index (SAIFI).

The above references have made significant contributions

to the optimal placement of devices in the distribution net-

work. However, this literature only studies the optimal place-

ment of devices on the mainlines and ignores the influence

of branch lines. With the continuous construction of the

distribution network, the number of branch lines increases

rapidly. Ignoring the impact of branch lines brings severe

losses to power supply companies and customers. To improve

automation level and reliability effectively, the optimal place-

ment of devices needs to consider the influence of branch

lines. References [9]–[11] have also made contributions to

the optimal placement of devices in the distribution network.

Mathematically, the distribution network devices place-

ment problem is summarized as a complex and combina-

torial constrained optimization problem. Typically, power

supply companies obtain switch placement strategies via

their experience, available customer data, and other relevant

information [12]. Heuristic algorithms are widely used in

literature to solve the optimal placement of devices prob-

lem. Reference [13] determined the number and locations

of switches through the genetic algorithm. Reference [14]

adopted immune algorithm to solve the optimal placement

of sectionalizing switches and aimed to minimize the reli-

ability investment cost. Meanwhile, mathematical optimiza-

tion methods, such as linear programming and mixed-integer

linear programming, are also applied to solve the problem.

In [15], mixed-integer linear programming was used to model

the problem, and the proposed model was solved by GAMS.

Reference [16] also employed mixed-integer linear program-

ming to build the model. The solution obtained through

experience is far from the global optimal solution. The dis-

advantage of heuristic algorithms is that computation time is

long, and results are not unique in the repeated calculation.

Nor can they guarantee the global optimal solution. Besides,

the operation effect of these algorithms is exceptionally

dependent on operator experience and parameter adjustment.

Compared with heuristic algorithms, the main advantage of

mathematical optimization methods is that results are unique

in the repeated calculation, and the global optimal solution

can be guaranteed.

References [17]–[20] tried to consider the influence of

sectionalizing switch on the fault indicator placement prob-

lem. However, they did not consider the coordination rela-

tionship between fault indicator and sectionalizing switch in

the fault management process. Meanwhile, the calculation

of the interruption cost was not accurate. It is easy to find

the difficulty in the optimal placement of fault indicator,

and sectionalizing switch is to model the coordination rela-

tionship between different types of devices and calculate

the interruption cost. In this paper, a mixed-integer linear

programming model is established to solve the optimal place-

ment of fault indicator and sectionalizing switch in the distri-

bution network with branch lines. The objective function of

the model is to minimize the total cost under technical and

economic constraints. The total cost includes the equipment

cost in conjunction with the interruption cost. The proposed

method is applied to a typical test system and a real distribu-

tion network. The simulation results show the effectiveness

and practicability of the proposed method. The main con-

tributions and innovations of this paper are summarized as

follows:

1) This paper proposes a mixed-integer linear program-

ming model and solves the optimal placement of

different automation equipment in the distribution net-

work. The optimal configuration plan of equipment

can guarantee high power system reliability and a high

return on investment with the minimum investment

cost.

2) This paper gives full consideration to the differences

between different types of automation equipment and

solves the problem of how to quantify and model the

cooperation relationship between different kinds of

automation equipment. Locations that have a signif-

icant impact on the interruption cost and the power

system reliability can be found, and automation equip-

ment is configured in these locations. The optimal
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configuration plan of equipment can better guide the

actual project.

3) This paper solves the problem of how to quantify and

model the influence of branch lines on the configura-

tion of automatic equipment and avoids the underesti-

mation of reliability by manual planning. The optimal

configuration plan of equipment is more practical

and can improve the power system reliability

better.

The rest of this paper is presented as follows. The prob-

lem statement is carried out in Section II. Section III

introduces the proposed mathematical model successfully.

Case studies are carried out, and simulation results are

discussed in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is given

in Section V.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

After a fault occurs in the distribution network, the fault

management process returns the system to the normal oper-

ation state. In general, a typical fault management process

consists of three parts: locating the fault, isolating the fault,

and restoring the power supply. Fault indicators provide

information to accelerate the fault location process and the

power supply restoration process. Sectionalizing switches

have the ability to isolate the fault section and reduce the

number and interruption duration of customers who expe-

rience the interruption. Therefore, the placement of fault

indicator and sectionalizing switch in the distribution net-

work can significantly reduce interruption cost and improve

reliability.

The combination of fault indicators and sectionalizing

switches can improve the automation level of the distribution

network and bring considerable benefits to power supply

companies. After a fault occurs in the distribution network,

sectionalizing switches isolate healthy areas from the faulted

area. The customer upstream to the faulted area is restored

through the original path, and the customer downstream to

the faulted area is restored via the alternate path connected by

the tie switch. Fault indicators directly participate in the fault

location process by providing the fault current information to

the distribution network operation center. Furthermore, fault

indicators accelerate the fault location process. According to

the information provided by the fault indicator, repair crews

locate and repair the fault. Then, sectionalizing switches are

closed, and the power supply to the customer in the faulted

area is restored. Therefore, healthy areas are composed of the

upstream and downstream of the faulted area. The customer

upstream to the faulted area is restored through the original

path, and the interruption duration decreases from the sum of

fault location time and repair time to sectionalizing switch

switching time. The customer downstream to the faulted

area is restored via the alternate path connected by the tie

switch, and the interruption duration decreases from the sum

of fault location time and repair time to tie switch transfer

time. Besides, the interruption duration of the customer in

the faulted area is the sum of fault location time and repair

time. Because fault indicators accelerate the fault location

process, both the fault location time and the interruption

duration of the customer in the faulted area are reduced.

The reduction of interruption duration can reduce the

interruption cost and improve reliability. There are two types

of sectionalizing switches: the first is called the manual

switch, which implements the isolation manually. The second

type is called the remote controlled switch, which performs

the isolation remotely. The status of the manual switch is

changed manually by repair crews, and the state of the remote

controlled switch is transformed remotely by the distribution

network operation center. Therefore, the remote controlled

switch has a shorter switching time, which can reduce more

interruption duration and interruption cost. Despite the fact

remote controlled switch performs well in the fault man-

agement process, it is so expensive that it is not selected

and placed preferentially by power supply companies. Power

supply companies consider manual switch firstly. The remote

controlled switch is chosen when the manual switch place-

ment can not meet the relevant reliability requirements.

In summary, device price and reliability requirements have

a significant impact on the placement of fault indicator and

sectionalizing switch.

In this paper, the objective function of the proposedmethod

is to find the number and location of fault indicators and

sectionalizing switches to minimize the total equipment cost

as well as interruption cost. Reliability indices such as SAIDI,

SAIFI), energy not supplied (ENS), and expected interrup-

tion cost (Cps) are used widely by power supply compa-

nies to measure and quantify system operation. Nonetheless,

the interruption cost can be quantified by Cps in the best

way since it considers the influence of network topology,

customer type, number of customers, component failure rate,

and interruption duration. Cps can be calculated by numerical

analysis method.

Cps =

∑

fr∈Nf

ENSfr
(

hfr + kfr
)

(1)

Expected interruption cost can be calculated through equa-

tion (1), which contains direct economic loss and indirect eco-

nomic loss. The direct economic loss represents the reduced

revenue of power supply companies due to the interruption.

Indirect economic loss stands for the economic loss caused

by the social impact of the interruption. Direct economic

loss is measured and quantified by comprehensive electricity

sale income, and comprehensive electricity sale income is

equal to the difference between the electricity sale price and

power supply cost. Indirect economic loss is calculated by

the ratio of output value to unit electric energy consumption

(ROVTUE). ROVTUE represents the social benefits that a

unit of electric energy can create in a certain area at a certain

time. And the ROVTUE is equal to the ratio of the gross

national product (GNP) of a region or an industry to the power

consumption in a year. On the other hand, equipment cost

can be calculated through equation (2), which consists of

the annual investment cost of equipment (Ccap), the annual
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installation cost of equipment (Cinst ) as well as annual oper-

ation and maintenance cost of equipment (Coper&main).

Inv = Ccap + Cinst + Coper&main (2)

Annual investment cost of equipment can be calculated

through formula (3) as follows:

Ccap=

∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

[

F fr,ijCSFI
eq +Keyfr,ij

(

CSMS
eq +S1CSRCS

eq

)]

(3)

The annual investment cost of equipment includes annual

investment costs of fault indicators and annual investment

costs of sectionalizing switches. Annual investment cost of

a piece of equipment can be calculated through formula (4)

as follows:

Ck
eq =

λk (1 + λk)
Ntk

(1 + λk)
Ntk − 1

Ck (4)

The annual installation cost of equipment can be quantified

via equation (5) as follows:

Cinst =
∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

[

F fr,ijCSFI
inst +Key

fr,ij
(

CSMS
inst +S1CSRCS

inst

)]

(5)

The annual installation cost of equipment also con-

sists of annual installation costs of fault indicators and

annual installation costs of sectionalizing switches. The

calculation of the annual installation cost of a piece

of equipment is similar to that of the annual invest-

ment cost of a piece of equipment. Annual opera-

tion and maintenance cost of equipment is defined as

follows:

Coper&main =

∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

[

F fr,ijδ1CSFI

+Keyfr,ij (δ2 + S1δ2)
(

CSMS + S1CSRCS

)

]

(6)

In the next section, the contents described above are mod-

eled, and a mixed-integer linear model is proposed to solve

the optimal placement of fault indicator and sectionalizing

switch problem.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Compared with the placement of the manual switch,

the placement of the remote controlled switch can improve

the automation level of the distribution network and system

reliability more effectively. However, the investment cost of

the remote controlled switch is much higher than that of

the manual switch. To reduce the investment cost, power

supply companies have the priority to choose and configure

the manual switch. The automation level of the distribution

network and system reliability are improved. The remote con-

trolled switch is selected and configured when the placement

of the manual switch can not meet the relevant reliability

requirements. According to the above practical situation, this

paper establishes a mixed-integer linear programming model

to solve the optimal placement of fault indicator and sec-

tionalizing switch in the distribution network with branch

lines. The proposed model considers both the manual switch

and the remote controlled switch. The proposed model has

the priority to choose the fault indicator and the manual

switch, and the optimal configuration plan of equipment can

be obtained. The fault indicator and the remote controlled

switch are selected when the placement of the fault indicator

and the manual switch can not meet the relevant reliability

requirements. The optimal configuration plan of equipment

can be obtained. Meanwhile, there is a significant gap in the

economic level of different power supply regions. Because

of finance and other reasons, the economically backward

power supply area can only be equipped with fault indicators

and manual switches to improve the automation level of the

distribution network and meet the reliability requirements.

Due to finance and other reasons, the economically developed

power supply area can be equipped with fault indicators and

remote controlled switches to improve the automation level

of the distribution network and meet the reliability require-

ments. The proposed model also takes into account the above

actual situation. In the proposed model, the binary decision

variable S can control the type of sectionalizing switch.When

S is equal to 0, the fault indicator and the manual switch

are chosen and configured. When S is equal to 1, the fault

indicator and the remote controlled switch are selected and

configured.

A. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

There are some locations in the distribution network that have

a significant impact on the interruption cost and the power

system reliability.When these locations are equippedwith the

equipment, the interruption cost can be effectively reduced,

and the power system reliability can be effectively improved.

Compared with the above locations, the other locations of

the distribution network are those that have no significant

influence on the interruption cost and the power system relia-

bility.When these locations are equipped with the equipment,

the interruption cost can not be effectively reduced, and the

power system reliability can not be effectively improved.

In this paper, the optimal configuration quantity and location

of equipment can be obtained through the proposed model.

Meanwhile, the optimal configuration location of equipment

obtained by the proposed model is the location that has a sig-

nificant impact on the interruption cost and the power system

reliability. Actually, the objective function of the proposed

method is a multi-objective function. The multi-objective

function includes two single-objective functions. The first

single-objective function is to minimize the equipment cost,

and the second single-objective function is to minimize the

interruption cost. This paper uses theweighting factormethod

to solve the multi-objective optimization problem and min-

imize the total cost. Furthermore, this paper assumes that

the weighting factor for both costs is one. The equipment
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optimization configuration

MinCtotal

= Inv + Cps

=

∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

[

F fr,ijCSFI
eq + Keyfr,ij

(

CSMS
eq + S1CSRCS

eq

)]

+

∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

[

F fr,ijCSFI
inst + Keyfr,ij

(

CSMS
inst + S1CSRCS

inst

)]

+

∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

[

F fr,ijδ1CSFI

+ Keyfr,ij (δ2 + S1δ2)
(

CSMS + S1CSRCS

)

]

+

∑

fr∈Nf

ENSfr
(

hfr + kfr
)

(7)

plan obtained by the proposed method minimizes the inter-

ruption cost. Therefore, the optimal configuration location of

equipment obtained by the proposed method is the location

that has a significant impact on the interruption cost and

the power system reliability. The placement of fault indi-

cator and sectionalizing switch in the distribution network

is one of the effective measures to reduce interruption cost

and improve reliability. Meanwhile, the placement of new

equipment increases the equipment cost. The objective func-

tion of the proposed approach is to minimize the total cost,

which consists of equipment cost and interruption cost. The

objective function can be expressed by the formula (7).

According to the following assumptions, the objective

function is minimized:
1) Every feeder is operated as a radial feeder, and the tie

switch is configured at the end of the mainline of every

feeder.

2) Section switches and fault indicators do not

malfunction.

3) All faults are permanent.

4) All faults belong to first-order failure.

5) Ignoring line impedance.

B. CONSTRAINTS

The decision variables of the proposed model are the type and

location of equipment. Binary decision variables are shown as

follows:

F fr,ij =















1, fault indicator is configured on line ij

in feeder fr

0, fault indicator is not configured on line ij

in feeder fr

S =

{

1, selecting remote controlled switch

0, selecting manualswitch

Keyfr,ij =















1, sectionalizing switch is configured

on line ij in feeder fr

0, sectionalizing switch is not configured

on line ij in feeder fr

According to the problem statement, the placement of

equipment can effectively reduce the interruption duration

and energy not supplied. The sectionalizing switch reduces

the interruption duration and energy not supplied by isolating

healthy areas from the faulted area. The coordination of

tie switch and sectionalizing switch reduces the interruption

duration and energy not supplied. The fault indicators reduce

the interruption duration and energy not supplied by accel-

erating the fault location process. Compared with the fault

indicator, the sectionalizing switch reduces the interruption

duration and energy not supplied more. After the feeder is

configured with equipment, the energy not supplied can be

calculated by the formula (8).

ENSfr = ENS0fr − ENS1fr − ENS2fr − ENS3fr (8)

In equation (8), ENSfr represents the energy not supplied

of the feeder fr . ENS0fr represents the energy not supplied

of the feeder fr when no equipment is configured on the

feeder fr . ENS1fr represents the reduction of energy not sup-

plied caused by sectionalizing switches that are configured on

the feeder fr . ENS2fr defines the reduction of energy not sup-

plied caused by tie switch that is configured on the feeder fr .

ENS3fr expresses the reduction of energy not supplied caused

by fault indicators that are configured on the feeder fr .

ENS0fr is defined as follows:

ENS0fr = PfrλfrT (9)

When no equipment is configured on the feeder fr , a fault

occurs anywhere on the feeder fr , and all customers of

feeder fr experience interruption. After the fault is located

and repaired by repair crews, the power supply to all cus-

tomers of the feeder fr is restored.ENS1fr is calculated through

formula (10).

ENS1fr =

∑

l∈Sfr

Pup−lλl (T − T1 − S1T1) (10)

The sectionalizing switch can reduce energy not supplied

effectively. The fault occurs in the mainline of the feeder fr .

After the fault management process is completed, the faulted

area is isolated by sectionalizing switches, and the customer

upstream to the faulted area is restored through the original

path. The fault occurs in the branch line of the feeder fr , and

there is no sectionalizing switch between the fault point and

the mainline. After the fault management process is com-

pleted, the faulted area is isolated by sectionalizing switches,

and the customer upstream to the faulted area is restored

through the original path. In the above cases, the interrup-

tion duration of the customer upstream to the faulted area

decreases from the sum of fault location time and repair

time to sectionalizing switch switching time. And the energy

not supplied of the feeder fr is reduced. The fault occurs in

the branch line of the feeder fr , and there are sectionalizing

switches between the fault point and the mainline. After the

fault management process is completed, the faulted area is

isolated by sectionalizing switches, and the customers in the

fault section to the end of the branch line experience interrup-

tion. The remaining customers of the feeder fr are restored
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through the original path, and the interruption duration of

these customers also decreases from the sum of fault location

time and repair time to sectionalizing switch switching time.

It is worth mentioning that the alternate path is not connected

by the tie switch. ENS2fr is defined as follows:

ENS2fr =

∑

l∈Sfr

Pdown−lλl (T − T2) ξl (11)

The coordination of tie switch and sectionalizing switch

can reduce energy not supplied significantly. The fault occurs

in the mainline of the feeder fr . After the fault manage-

ment process is completed, the faulted area is isolated by

sectionalizing switches, and the customer downstream to the

faulted area is restored via the alternate path connected by

the tie switch. The fault occurs in the branch line of the

feeder fr , and there is no sectionalizing switch between the

fault point and the mainline. After the fault management

process is completed, the faulted area is isolated by section-

alizing switches, and the customer downstream to the faulted

area is restored through the alternate path connected by the

tie switch. In the above cases, the interruption duration of

the customer downstream to the faulted area decreases from

the sum of fault location time and repair time to tie switch

transfer time. And the energy not supplied of the feeder fr is

reduced. The fault occurs in the branch line of the feeder fr ,

and there are sectionalizing switches between the fault point

and the mainline. As mentioned earlier, the alternate path is

not connected by the tie switch, and the energy not supplied

of the feeder fr is not reduced by the tie switch.

The proposed method has considered the probability is dif-

ferent for the failures in different positions, which has a great

impact on the economic assessment. In the proposed model,

λl represents the failure rate of the section l. Since the statisti-

cal time is one year, the failure rate of the section l represents

the failure number of the section l within one year. When

the section l is located in the mainline, the failure number

of the section l within one year includes the failure number

of the mainline contained in the section l within one year

and the failure number of distribution transformers contained

in the section l within one year. When the section l is located

in the branch line, the failure number of the section l within

one year includes the failure number of the branch line

contained in the section l within one year and the failure

number of distribution transformers contained in the section l

within one year. When the section l is located at both the

mainline and branch line, the failure number of the section l

within one year includes the failure number of lines contained

in the section l within one year and the failure number of

distribution transformers contained in the section l within one

year. The failure number of lines contained in the section l

within one year includes the failure number of the mainline

contained in the section l within one year and the failure

number of the branch line contained in the section l within

one year. The failure number of distribution transformers

contained in the section l within one year includes the failure

number of distribution transformers contained in the main-

line within one year and the failure number of distribution

transformers contained in the branch line within one year,

and both the mainline and branch line belong to the section l.

When the equipment configuration plan of the feeder fr is

determined, the section of the feeder fr is determined. The

failure rate of each section on the feeder fr is also determined

and represented by λl . The energy not supplied of the feeder

fr can be calculated through the formula (8)-(12).Meanwhile,

the expected interruption cost of the feeder fr can be calcu-

lated through the formula (1). It is worth mentioning that

when the equipment configuration plan of the feeder fr is

different, the section of the feeder fr is different. The failure

rate of each section on the feeder fr is different, so is λl .

The energy not supplied of the feeder fr is different, and the

expected interruption cost of the feeder fr is also different.

In Monte Carlo simulation, the failure rate of the section l

is obtained by probability statistics. In the method proposed

in this paper, the failure rate of the section l is obtained

from historical data. Since the statistical time is one year,

the failure rate of the section l represents the failure number

of the section l within one year. The failure number of the

section l within one year includes the failure number of lines

contained in the section l within one year and the failure

number of distribution transformers contained in the section

l within one year. Both the failure number of lines contained

in the section l within one year and the failure number of

distribution transformers contained in the section l within

one year are obtained from historical data. Compared with

Monte Carlo simulation, the failure rate of the section l and

the reliability index obtained by the proposed method are

more practical and accurate. It is worth mentioning that the

proposed method assumes the fault is first-order and perma-

nent. These assumptions make it easier to calculate the failure

rate of the section l and the reliability index. In fact, the fault

may also be multi-order or temporary. The proposed method

ignores the multi-order fault and the temporary fault. ENS3fr
is defined as follows:

ENS3fr = Pfrλfr

(

1 −
Lmax

Lfr

)

T3 (12)

The coordination between fault indicator, sectionalizing

switch, and tie switch can reduce the fault location time and

the energy not supplied of the feeder fr . Based on relevant

policies and technical regulations of power supply compa-

nies, both the maximum number of available fault indicators

for installation and the maximum number of available sec-

tionalizing switches for installation are imposed. The number

of installed fault indicators and the number of installed sec-

tionalizing switches are not allowed to exceed the proposed

maximum number. The constraints are expressed as follows:
∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

F fr,ij ≤ Naf (13)

∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

Keyfr,ij ≤ Nas (14)
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Power supply companies face a series of financial prob-

lems and budget problems, and the investment cost of equip-

ment is limited. Both the investment cost of installed fault

indicators and the investment cost of installed sectionalizing

switches are not allowed to exceed the proposed maximum

investment cost. The constraints are defined as follows:
∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

F fr,ijCSFI ≤ Cb1 (15)

∑

fr∈Nf

∑

ij∈Mfr

Keyfr,ij (CSMS + S1CSRCS) ≤ Cb2 (16)

To effectively enhance competitiveness in the power mar-

ket, power supply companies have new requirements for sys-

tem reliability. In this paper, the average service availability

index (ASAI) is used to measure and quantify system relia-

bility. For ensuring the reliability of the studied area and each

feeder in the studied area satisfy the reliability requirements,

the following constraints are considered.

SAIDI =
ENS

P
(17)

ASAI = 1 −
1

8760
SAIDI ≥ δ (18)

Depending on relevant policies, technical regulations, and

historical experience, equipment is allocated in some special

locations, even if the return on investment is meager. This

situation can be described by the following constraints.

F fr,ij = 1 (fr, ij) ∈ MI1 (19)

Keyfr,ij = 1 (fr, ij) ∈ MI2 (20)

At the same time, equipment is not allocated in some

particular locations, even if the return on investment is very

high. The mathematical expressions are defined as follows:

F fr,ij = 0 (fr, ij) ∈ MNI1 (21)

Keyfr,ij = 0 (fr, ij) ∈ MNI2 (22)

The configuration position of the fault indicator is different

from that of the sectionalizing switch. Generally, the fault

indicator is configured at the end of the mainline and on the

normal branch line. The sectionalizing switch is configured

on the mainline except for the end and the important branch

line. The above equipment configuration principles can also

be expressed by constraints (19)-(22). It is worth mentioning

that the constraints (19)-(22) can simplify the optimization

placement problem. In this paper, the line impedance is

ignored, and distribution networks are modeled as a group

of linear equations. Furthermore, the voltage of each node is

the same. The constraints regarding the distribution network

are modeled as follows:














∑

i∈ufr (j)

Pfr,ij =

∑

k∈vfr (j)

Pfr,jk + Pfr,jD

∑

i∈ufr (j)

Qfr,ij =

∑

k∈vfr (j)

Qfr,jk + Qfr,jD
(23)

IV. CASE STUDY

In this section, the proposed model is applied to a test net-

work and a real distribution network. The test network is

the RBTS-Bus 4 typical network, and the actual distribu-

tion network is the medium voltage distribution network of

Zhongshan.

In the simulation calculation, the investment cost of a fault

indicator, manual switch, and remote controlled switch is

$436, $4360, and $17440, respectively. The installation cost

of a fault indicator, manual switch, and remote controlled

switch is $26, $131 and $145, respectively. The annual oper-

ation and maintenance cost scaling factor of fault indicator,

manual switch, and remote controlled switch is 4%. The dis-

count rate and economic life period of fault indicator, manual

switch, and remote controlled switch are 5% and 15 years,

respectively. The switching time ofmanual switch and remote

controlled switch is 0.4h and 0.01h, respectively. The above

data are all from [21], and ASAI is assumed to be no less than

0.999900.

A. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION AND SOLVING

In the SPYDER environment, the model introduced in

section III is coded by PYTHON language and solved

via GUROBI 8.1.0 solver. The processor model is Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz. SPYDER is the inte-

grated development environment (IDE) for the PYTHON

language. GUROBI is an optimization solver with excellent

performance, which can solve mixed-integer linear models

effectively.

B. RBTS-BUS 4

The proposed model is applied to the RBTS-Bus 4 test sys-

tem, and the test system is shown in Figure 1. This classi-

cal test system is widely used in equipment configuration

research [4], [15], [22]–[26]. The test network is composed

of 38 load points, 67 overhead lines, 3 tie switches, and

7 circuit breakers. The failure rate of the overhead line

is 0.065 f/yr.km, and the remaining data of the test network

can be found in [27], [28]. The results obtained in different

cases are shown in Table 1. The first line presents the results

obtained in case I. Case I does not consider the configuration

of fault indicators and sectionalizing switches. In the mean-

time, this case serves as the base case and compares it with the

rest. The second line presents the results obtained in case II,

which are also the results obtained by the proposed method

in this paper. Case II considers the simultaneous placement of

fault indicators and sectionalizing switches. According to the

results obtained in case II, the simultaneous placement of the

fault indicator and manual switch can satisfy the reliability

requirement. Moreover, there is no need to study the simulta-

neous placement of the fault indicator and remote controlled

switch in the test network. The case I has the highest interrup-

tion cost and the lowest reliability. It is due to the fact that the

distribution network is not equipped with fault indicators and

sectionalizing switches to reduce the interruption duration
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FIGURE 1. RBTS-Bus 4 test system.

TABLE 1. The number of devices and cost in different cases.

of customers and interruption cost. Simultaneous placement

of fault indicator and manual switch in the test network

reduces the interruption duration of customers and interrup-

tion cost significantly. Compared with the case I, the inter-

ruption cost obtained in case II decreases from k$183.76 to

k$72.54 and the total cost obtained in case II decreases

from k$183.76 to k$80.67. In the meantime, the reliability

is improved, and the average service availability index rises

from 0.999817 to 0.999928.

The method proposed in this paper is used to solve the

optimal placement of the fault indicator and sectionalizing

switch in the test network. And the results obtained by the

proposed method are compared with those obtained by the

existing method. Table 2 and Table 3 present the compari-

son results. The equipment configuration plan obtained by

the proposed method requires less equipment and does not

need to configure remote controlled switches. Meanwhile,

the equipment configuration plan obtained by the proposed

method has a lower total cost. The total cost decreases

from k$92.01 to k$80.67, with a reduced rate of 12.32%.

In the equipment configuration plan obtained by the proposed

method, the equipment is configured in the locations that have

a significant impact on the interruption cost and the power

system reliability. There are some locations in the distribution

network that have a significant impact on the interruption

cost and the power system reliability. When these locations

are equipped with the equipment, the interruption cost can

be effectively reduced, and the power system reliability can

be effectively improved. In the equipment configuration plan

obtained by the existing method, the equipment is configured

in the locations that have no significant influence on the inter-

ruption cost and the power system reliability. Compared with

the locations that have a significant impact on the interruption

cost and the power system reliability, the other locations of

the distribution network are those that have no significant

influence on the interruption cost and the power system relia-

bility.When these locations are equipped with the equipment,

the interruption cost can not be effectively reduced, and the

power system reliability can not be effectively improved.

To sum up, the proposed method can better solve the optimal

placement of fault indicators and sectionalizing switches in

the distribution network.

To evaluate the impact of different key parameters on

the solution to the optimal placement of fault indicator and

sectionalizing switch and several sensitivity analyses are per-

formed on the test system. The optimal placement of fault

indicator and sectionalizing switch requires the line failure

rate, and the line failure rate is generally obtained through

investigation or estimation. However, the line failure rate

obtained by these methods is not accurate. Next, the influence

of the line failure rate on the solution to the optimal placement

of fault indicator and sectionalizing switch is discussed. The

line failure rate used in case II is increased and reduced by
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TABLE 2. The equipment configuration plan obtained by different methods.

TABLE 3. Optimal location of equipment obtained by different methods.

TABLE 4. The influence of line failure rate on the solution to the optimal
placement of equipment.

30% and 60%. The results obtained by different line failure

rates are shown in Table 4. From the simulation results, it can

be found that the reliability decline when the line failure rate

increases. To meet the reliability requirement, the number of

fault indicators and sectionalizing switches increases with the

increase of the line failure rate. In the meantime, the equip-

ment cost, interruption cost, and total cost also increase.

In summary, the line failure rate has a significant impact on

the solution to the optimal placement of fault indicator and

sectionalizing switch.

With the rapid development of society and the econ-

omy, customers and power supply companies have higher

requirements for reliability. And the lower limit of ASAI

is raised. In the following, the influence of the lower limit

of ASAI on the solution to the optimal placement of fault

indicator and sectionalizing switch is studied. The lower

limit of ASAI used in case II is increased from 0.999810 to

0.999990. The simulation results are presented in Table 5.

With the improvement of the lower limit of ASAI, the number

of fault indicators and manual switches, and the total cost

increase. When the lower limit of ASAI reaches a certain

value, the optimal placement of fault indicator and manual

switch can not meet the reliability requirement. To satisfy

the reliability requirement, fault indicator and remote con-

trolled switch are configured. As the lower limit of ASAI is

TABLE 5. The influence of the lower limit of ASAI on the solution to the
optimal placement of equipment.

further improved, the number of fault indicators and remote

controlled switches, and the total cost also increase. It is worth

mentioning that the application of the remote controlled

switch significantly increases the equipment cost. To sum

up, the lower limit of ASAI reflects on the solution to the

optimal placement of fault indicator and sectionalizing switch

dramatically.

C. MEDIUM VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK OF

ZHONGSHAN

To verify the practicability of the proposed method, the pro-

posed method is applied to the medium voltage distribution

network of Zhongshan. Zhongshan is a commercial city,

which requires high reliability. As one of the effective mea-

sures to improve the reliability, distribution network automa-

tion has gradually attracted the attention of power supply

companies. The distribution network of Zhongshan consists

of 380V network, 10kV network, and 110kV network. The

total length of medium voltage distribution network lines

is 10067.47km, including 6204.65km of cable lines and

3862.82km of overhead lines. Moreover, the medium volt-

age distribution network has 28763 distribution transform-

ers (10/0.38kv). The high voltage distribution network has

83 transformer substations (110/10kv). The distribution net-

work studied is shown in Figure 2. The system contains

147 distribution transformers. All distribution transformers
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FIGURE 2. Single line diagram of the Zhongshan distribution network.

TABLE 6. The number of devices and cost in different cases.

are powered by six feeders numbered F1 to F6. All feeders

originate from the same transformer substation (110/10kv),

and all feeders are the overhead line. The failure rate of the

overhead line is 0.07 f/yr.km. The remaining data on the

distribution network can be found in [21].

To obtain the optimal number and location of fault indica-

tors and sectionalizing switches, and the method proposed in

this paper is applied to the Zhongshan distribution network.

Different cases are simulated, and the results are presented

in Table 6. The first line shows the results obtained in case I.

Case I does not consider the placement of fault indicators and

sectionalizing switches. The second line shows the results

obtained in case II, which are also the results obtained by

the proposed method. Case II considers the simultaneous

placement of fault indicators and sectionalizing switches.

According to the results obtained in case II, the simultaneous

placement of the fault indicator andmanual switch can satisfy

the reliability requirement. Moreover, there is no need to

TABLE 7. The reduction of energy not supplied caused by the equipment
configured on the branch lines and the decreasing proportion.

TABLE 8. The reduction of interruption cost caused by the equipment
configured on the branch lines and the decreasing proportion.

study the simultaneous placement of the fault indicator and

remote controlled switch in the network. Compared with the

case I, case II has lower interruption cost and total cost.

In the meantime, case II has higher reliability. The reason

is that the placement of fault indicators and sectionalizing

switches reduces the interruption duration of customers and

interruption cost significantly. The total cost of the case I and

case II is k$96.27 and k$49.76, respectively. Also, the total

cost of case II is reduced by 48.31%. In case 2, fault indicators

and manual switches are configured on the mainlines and

branch lines. Fault indicators and manual switches config-

ured on the branch lines reduce the energy not supplied and

interruption cost dramatically. The reduction of the energy

not supplied and interruption cost is presented in Table 7 and

Table 8, respectively. The energy not supplied is decreased

by 17.07 MWh, with a reduced rate of 31.61%. Moreover,

the interruption cost is reduced by k$30.42, with a reduced

rate of 31.60%. In conclusion, fault indicators and section-

alizing switches that are configured on the branch lines can

reduce the energy not supplied and interruption cost effec-

tively. It is worth mentioning that the initial energy not sup-

plied represents the energy not supplied when the distribution

network is not equipped with fault indicators and sectional-

izing switches. And the initial interruption cost represents

the interruption cost when the distribution network is not

equipped with fault indicators and sectionalizing switches.

Finally, both the proposed method and the existing

method are applied to the Zhongshan distribution network.

Figure 2 presents the optimized access location of compo-

nents obtained by different methods, and Table 9 presents

the relevant simulation results. It is not difficult to find that
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TABLE 9. The equipment configuration plan obtained by different methods.

equipment configuration plans obtained by the two methods

can make the reliability meet the requirement, and the equip-

ment configuration plan obtained by the proposed method

can improve the reliability more effectively. Meanwhile,

the equipment configuration plan obtained by the proposed

method requires less equipment and has a lower total cost.

The total cost decreases from k$61.18 to k$49.76, with a

reduced rate of 18.67%.With the increasingly fierce competi-

tion in the power market, power supply companies pay more

attention to investment benefits. The goal of power supply

companies is to make reliability satisfy the requirement, and

the total cost less. Therefore, the power supply company

selects the equipment configuration plan obtained by the pro-

posedmethod. In summary, themethod proposed in this paper

can better solve the optimal placement of fault indicators and

sectionalizing switches in the actual distribution network.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a mixed-integer linear programming model is

proposed to find out the number and location of fault man-

agement equipment of the distribution network. Fault man-

agement equipment includes fault indicator, manual switch,

and remote controlled switch. A mathematical optimization

method is adopted to improve the reliability and service

quality of the distribution network. The objective function is

to minimize the total cost under technical and economic con-

straints. The fault indicator and remote controlled switch will

be configured when the configuration of the fault indicator

andmanual switch can not satisfy the reliability requirements.

Compared with other methods, the proposed method ensures

the global optimum solution. The proposedmethod can effec-

tively solve the optimal configuration of fault management

equipment in the distribution network with branch lines.

It is worth mentioning that the reasonable configuration of

fault management equipment in branch lines can dramatically

reduce interruption cost and improve reliability. The proposed

method is applied to the RBTS-Bus 4 typical test system

and the medium voltage distribution network of Zhongshan.

The simulation results reveal the superiorities of the proposed

method. Besides, the influence of line failure rate and ASAI

lower limit on the optimal configuration of fault management

equipment is studied through sensitivity analysis.

Finally, as more and more distributed generations(DG) are

connected to the distribution network, the optimal configura-

tion of switching devices and protective devices considering

the impact of distributed generations will become the future

research direction.

APPENDIX

NOMENCLATURE

INDICES AND SETS

fr,Nf Index and set of feeders.

ij,Mfr Index and set of lines on the feeder fr .

l, Sfr Index and set of sections on the feeder fr .

i, ufr (j) Index and the head node set of lines with j as

the end node on the feeder fr .

k, vfr (j) Index and the end node set of lines with j as

the head node on the feeder fr .

MI1 Set of lines in which fault indicator must be

installed.

MI2 Set of lines in which sectionalizing switch

must be installed.

MNI1 Set of lines in which fault indicator must

not be installed.

MNI2 Set of lines in which sectionalizing switch must

not be installed.

PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS

CSFI
eq Annual investment cost of a fault indicator.

CSMS
eq Annual investment cost of a manual switch.

1CSRCS
eq The difference between the annual investment

cost of a remote controlled switch and a

manual switch.

CSFI
inst The annual installation cost of a fault indicator.

CSMS
inst The annual installation cost of a manual switch.

1CSRCS
inst The difference between the annual installation

cost of a remote controlled switch and a

manual switch.

δ1 Annual operation and maintenance cost scaling

factor of the fault indicator.

δ2 Annual operation and maintenance cost scaling

factor of the manual switch.

1δ2 The difference between the annual operation

and maintenance cost scaling factor of the

remote controlled switch and manual switch.

CSFI Investment cost of a fault indicator.

CSMS Investment cost of a manual switch.

1CSRCS The difference between the investment cost of

a remote controlled switch and a manual switch.

hfr Comprehensive electricity sale income of the

feeder fr .

kfr The ratio of output value to unit electric energy

consumption (ROVTUE) of the feeder fr .

P Total active power load.
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Pfr Total active power load of the feeder fr .

Pfr,jD The active power load of the node j on the

feeder fr .

Qfr,jD The reactive power load of the node j on the

feeder fr .

λfr The total failure rate of the feeder fr .

T Interruption duration includes fault location

time and fault repair time.

T1 Switching time of the manual switch.

1T1 The difference between the switching

time of remote controlled switch and

manual switch.

T2 Transfer time of tie switch.

T3 Fault location time.

Lfr Length of the feeder fr .

Naf The maximum number of available fault

indicators for installation.

Nas The maximum number of available

sectionalizing switches for installation.

Cb1 Maximum investment cost of fault indicators.

Cb2 Maximum investment cost of sectionalizing

switches.

δ The lower limit of ASAI provided by the

power supply company.

FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES

Ctotal Total cost.

Inv Equipment cost.

Ccap Annual investment cost of equipment.

Cinst Annual installation cost of equipment.

Coper&main Annual operation and maintenance

cost of equipment.

Cps Expected interruption cost.

Ck
eq Annual investment cost of a piece of

equipment k .

λk The discount rate for the equipment k .

Ntk The economic life period of the equipment k .

Ck Investment cost of a piece of equipment k .

F fr,ij Binary decision variable.

S Binary decision variable.

Keyfr,ij Binary decision variable.

ξl Binary decision variable; 1 if the section l is

on the mainline of feeder fr , 0 otherwise.

ENS Energy not supplied.

ENSfr Energy not supplied of the feeder fr .

ENS0fr The energy not supplied of the feeder fr while

no equipment is configured on the feeder fr .

ENS1fr The reduction of energy not supplied caused

by sectionalizing switches that are

configured on the feeder fr .

ENS2fr The reduction of energy not supplied caused

by tie switch, which is configured on the

feeder fr .

ENS3fr The reduction of energy not supplied caused

by fault indicators that are configured on the

feeder fr .

Pup−l Total active power load upstream to section l.

Pdown−l Total active power load downstream to

section l.

Pfr,ij The active power of line ij on the feeder fr .

Qfr,ij The reactive power of line ij on the feeder fr .

Pfr,jk The active power of line jk on the feeder fr .

Qfr,jk The reactive power of line jk on the feeder fr .

λl The failure rate of the section l.

Lmax Length of the longest section on the feeder fr .

SAIDI System average interruption duration index.

ASAI Average service availability index.
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